Taos Center for the Arts encourages artists to submit works for the 8th Annual Members Open exhibition, which will be on view from March 30 - May 17, 2020 in the Encore Gallery.

This year's theme is "Taos Water," and artists may interpret and depict this theme with the medium of their choice.

Criteria:

* Works must be 20" x 20" finished or framed (external measurement) and prepared to hang or display. If the work is three-dimensional, 20" deep.

* Participating artists must become TCA members or be existing members.

* Works must be delivered by the artist or someone the artist designates between 10:00am and 11:00am on Monday, March 30. Early, late or not completely dry work will not be accepted.

* Works must be picked up by the artist or someone the artist designates between 9:00am and 10:00am on Monday, May 18, between 9am and 10am.

The opening reception for Members Open: Taos Water will be Thursday, April 2 from 4pm to 6pm.